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Mental Health Care, 3rd Edition is available with WileyPLUS Learning Space – the best online textbook available.

Students have access to a complete online version of the textbook – delivered in concise digestible chunks with rich media videos, animations and interactivities embedded at the point of learning.

Instructors gain real-time insight into students’ participation, engagement and proficiency throughout semester – with actionable reports for fast intervention. WileyPLUS Learning Space also enables a collaborative course stream and Assignment functionality.

Available at great value in an institution-pays model*.

Educators can improve engagement and enable student success by providing an outstanding learning experience for every student – with Wiley Integrated Learning.

Wiley offers quality digital resources designed to improve student engagement, seamlessly integrated with the university system.

By providing equitable access to the WileyPLUS Learning Space online textbook for every student, educators will create the best possible conditions for improved student engagement and outcomes – delivering benefits to students, instructors and the institution.

Equity

Ensure equitable access
Ensure every student has the learning resources they need to succeed in the unit.

Eliminate equity concerns, enabling instructors to confidently teach from the prescribed resource.

Engagement

Maximise engagement
WileyPLUS Learning Space is packed with rich media, quizzes and personalised practice – all accessible right from the LMS.

Outcomes

Enable success
85% of students say there would be a ‘huge positive impact’ on their learning outcomes if the cost of learning resources was covered by the institution**.

*Want this great resource but in a student-pays model? Just ask your local Wiley representative.

**Wiley survey of 514 first year ANZ students via Student VIP in April 2017.
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Mental Health Care: An Introduction for Health Professionals in Australia, 3rd Edition covers the challenges that nursing professionals will face in their everyday roles. This text discusses, in a jargon-free way, how to effectively help those who are struggling with mental health issues in a care setting.

Videos with real clinicians and top researchers help bring relevancy to each chapter through engaging storytelling. Interactive capstone activities put the students in a simulated ‘real world’ scenario where they must apply their learning. There is also local, curated content that show students the importance behind topics covered.

THE WILEY ADVANTAGE

• Branched-chain interactive scenarios help students apply the topics they have learned by asking them what they would do in chapter-related situations
• Scores of local curated resources including articles, videos and newsfeeds bring relevancy to today’s savvy students
• Hours of bespoke video interviews with practising nurses and top-end researchers on their experiences as nurses in the field
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